Branding by Banding

- **Consumer Communication**
  
  Your product noticed and recognised through exclusive brand identity, while conveying all the product information you wish.

- **Flexibility**
  
  One application – a multitude of presentation possibilities. From modest designs to elaborate full colour and special effect compositions. From simple hand fed equipment to fully automatic in-line solutions.

- **Profit**
  
  Enhance your product image on the shelf. Lower material costs per product than alternatives.

- **Environment**
  
  Environmentally friendly materials. Great reductions in packaging volumes.

- **Tamper Evident**
  
  Secure products – products cannot be opened without removing the Band.

Enhance your product image on the shelf. Lower material costs per product than alternatives.
Who is BAND’ALL International?

BAND’ALL International is the Dutch manufacturer of a range of banding systems, justifiably labelled ‘the standard in banding’. The company’s industry-leading innovations include a patented band feeding system which has recently brought about a complete revolution in the banding market. Quality and continuous development are likewise seen as essentials within the organisation. The product portfolio comprises a comprehensive range of machines, from tabletop models to custom-made banding solutions.

Standard (unprinted) banding material is manufactured in-house and deliverable from stock in all sizes and grades. The product range is distributed worldwide in 35 countries via a well-established distributorship. Because BAND’ALL International actively supports all its distributors in both technical and commercial aspects, you are assured of appropriate service and advice in whichever part of the world you operate.

Convincing presentation techniques

Let BAND’ALL International illustrate all the possibilities available to you, using state-of-the-art 3D animation techniques. With an exclusive focus on your product and situation, you can be sure that BAND’ALL International already have the banding solution you require. The product range is being continuously expanded and we will gladly keep you informed.

BAND’ALL International BV
Marconiweg 9a
P.O. Box 516, 3440 AM Woerden
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0)348 431 520
Fax +31 (0)348 431 480
info@bandall.nl
www.bandall.nl
BAND’ALL now sets the standard for fully automatic banding

Modular, fully automatic banding system

Following the evolutionary success of its patented vacuum band feeding system, BAND’ALL continues to improve. This technology is now integrated into an extensive modular product range, focused on fully automatic banding. The high degree of flexibility combined with the remarkable efficiency-boosting benefits and options are hallmarks of the system.

Extreme flexibility

The base unit of the fully automatic system is also the heart of the installation. This unit consists purely of general functions, such as the drive, controls and banding head. The various modular components together offer a wide variety of possible combinations.

Thus the range incorporates several types of transport systems including powered conveyor rollers and low-friction conveyor belts. These are simple to combine with other components such as pneumatic and motorised pusher systems, stoppers and external reel holder. All modules connect seamlessly to each other and are mutually interchangeable. This customer oriented concept enables indisputably higher productivity at a lower cost.

Technically well-adjusted

BAND’ALL provides installations in linear or corner configurations, depending on conveyor requirements and the desired banding. The linear installations are equipped with a double pusher system. The first pusher nudges the product straight and into optimal position for the second pusher to manoeuvre the package into the bandroll arch. This extra ‘jogging’ facility which ensures squared packs are formed, is especially applicable for the graphics industry. BAND’ALL International can, if desired, custom-tune the entire installation to your product.

Unique features

• A compact, easy to integrate system.
• Production data can be stored in the system memory, keeping set-up time to a minimum.
• Uses very thin but very strong banding tape. Paper and plastic bands are available in widths of 28, 48, 75 and 100 mm. They are environmentally friendly, recyclable and easy to remove. The bands can be printed (in full colour) with the artwork positioned exactly where required on the product. This offers a far cheaper alternative to sleeve packaging.
• A choice of several arch formats and banding heads are available.
• Option of stainless steel construction.
• Capacities up to 30 packages a minute, depending on the product.
• Delivery times are minimal.
• The external reel holder can also be fitted with a date printer.
• The system can be fitted with numerous devices such as conveyors, printers and so forth.

Multi-functional

The modular nature of the system makes this fully automatic banding machine range suitable for a diversity of markets and production environments. Including the food industry – in conjunction with sealing and/or other packaging machines. Or graphic products – for example at the end of the finishing line, behind the folding, cutting or drilling machines – ensuring packs are free of damage to the top or bottom copies. This banding technology also offers added value in the pharmaceutical industry – for example in combination with carton or blister packing machines. And for light tray packaging, the performance is sure to impress.
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Bundles everything:
Tray and special offer packaging, all kinds of graphic products, etc.

Fast, user friendly, environmentally conscious and economic packaging

When you work with the automatic banding machine BAND’all, that is! BAND’all is an innovation in banding and banding which offers all of the following advantages:
- Banding at a rate of 35 bands a minute;
- Simple hand feed-in, the machine can be operated from both sides;
- Available in various standard arch sizes;
- Also available in fully automatic specially tailored designs.

The applied automation technology is also worth a thought.
With the aid of this technology you can:
- Position printed bands precisely where you want them on the product;
- Rapidly change the product being bundled since the product data can be called up on a display;
- Rest assured that handling can proceed without the slightest risk of damage in view of the fact that the band tension can be precisely regulated.

Not to mention the possibility of banding with paper and PE or PP film strips (from 3 or 5cm wide). Which means:
- Not only savings on the cost of packaging materials, since BAND’all is also able to process extremely thin bands thanks to a unique band feed-through system;
- But also the possibility of printing your logo or announcing special offers on the strips!

The Standard in Banding
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